INTRODUCTION
Type II supernovae (SNe) are classified on the basis of the presence of hydrogen in their spectra. SNe II-P (Barbon, Ciatti & Rosino 1979) are by far the most frequent, representing about 70 per cent of all SNe type II (Li et al. 2011) . They are characterized by nearly constant luminosities during the first period of their evolution ("plateau") . This phase lasts until their thick, initially ionized hydrogen envelopes recombine.
SNe II-P are thought to emerge from stars with a zero age main sequence mass in the range of 8 − 21 M ⊙ (Walmswell & Eldridge 2012) . In some cases the progenitor star was directly identified in pre-explosion images as a red supergiant (RSG) star (Smartt 2009 ). The observational properties of these SNe, such as the peak luminosity, the plateau duration or the expansion velocity display a wide range of values.
A number of subluminous type II-P events have also been discovered and studied, including SNe 1997D (Turatto et al. 1998; Benetti et al. 2001 ), 2003Z (Utrobin, Chugai & Pastorello 2007) , 2005cs (Pastorello et al. 2009; Takáts & Vinkó 2006) , 1999br Pastorello et al. 2004) , and 2009md (Fraser et al. 2011 ). These SNe have fainter absolute magnitudes, lower expansion velocities, and lower nickelmasses than the majority of SNe II-P. The nature of their progenitors is still debated. In the case of SN 1997D, by modelling the observables, Turatto et al. (1998) favored a scenario where the low 56 Ni-mass observed is a result of a fallback of material onto the remnant of the explosion of a massive (25 − 40 M ⊙ ) star. The hydrodynamical models of Zampieri (2007) inferred the ejecta masses of SNe 1997D and 1999br to be 14 and 10 M ⊙ , respectively, while examining archival pre-explosion images Maund & Smartt (2005) estimated the mass limit for the progenitor of SN 1999br as < 15 M ⊙ . In the case of SN 2003Z, the ejecta mass resulted by the modelling of Utrobin et al. (2007) was 14 ± 1.2 M ⊙ , while Zampieri (2007) estimated it to be ∼ 22 M ⊙ . On the other hand, the progenitors of SNe 2005cs and 2009md were identified in archival images, and were found to have masses of ∼ 8 − 9 M ⊙ (Fraser et al. 2011) .
In the last couple of years studies of objects that fit in between normal and subluminous SNe II-P have been published. In particular, SN 2008in had spectra very similar to those of the subluminous SNe II-P, but it had somewhat higher luminosity (Roy et al. 2011 ). The expansion velocities and the amount of the ejected nickel-mass were also between the typical values of normal and subluminous events. Applying the analytical relations of Litvinova & Nadezhin (1985) , Roy et al. (2011) estimated the mass of the progenitor as < 20 M ⊙ , while employing hydrodynamical modelling, Utrobin & Chugai (2013) obtained the value of 15.5 ± 2.2 M ⊙ . Gandhi et al. (2013) found that SN 2009js shared the characteristics of both SN 2008in and the subluminous SN 2005cs: the luminosity and the duration of its plateau were more similar to those of SN 2008in, but other properties, i.e. the ejected 56 Ni-mass and the explosion energy were closer to those of SN 2005cs. The mass of the progenitor was estimated in Gandhi et al. (2013) using the relations of Litvinova & Nadezhin (1985) as 11 ± 5 M ⊙ .
In this paper we present another "intermediateluminosity" object, SN 2009N. It was discovered by Itagaki on images taken on Jan. 24.86 and 25.62 UT in NGC 4487 (Nakano et al. 2009 ). They also reported that no source was visible on images taken on 2009 Jan. 3 (limiting magnitude 18). Challis & Berlind (2009) obtained a spectrum of this SN on Jan. 25, and classified it as a type II SN, adding that the spectrum was a good match to that of SN 2005cs at two days after maximum. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present the photometric data taken with ground-based telescopes through optical and near-infrared filters, and with Swift/UVOT in the ultraviolet. In Sec. 3 we show the optical and near infrared spectroscopic observations and study the spectral evolution. Based on the observed and measured data, the distance to SN 2009N is calculated in Sec. 4 via both the expanding photosphere method (EPM, Kirshner & Kwan 1974 ) and the standardized candle method (SCM, Hamuy & Pinto 2002) . With the EPM we also estimate the explosion epoch as t0 = 2454848.1 JD (Jan. 16.6 UT), which is adopted throughout the paper. In Sec. 5 the main physical parameters of the SN are inferred by hydrodynamical models. In Sec. 6 we summarise our results.
PHOTOMETRY
Optical photometric data were collected with multiple telescopes using BV RI and g ′ r ′ i ′ z ′ filters, between days +11 and +413 after explosion (Tables B1, B2 ).
The basic data reductions (bias-subtraction, overscancorrection, flat-fielding) were carried out using standard iraf 1 routines. The brightness of the SN was measured using the point-spread function fitting technique. The calibration of the photometry was performed using standard fields (Landolt 1992; Landolt & Uomoto 2007; Smith et al. 2002) observed on photometric nights. Using these images, magnitudes for a local sequence of stars (Fig. 1, Tables B3 and B4) on the SN field were determined and used to calibrate the SN measurements. The data taken with the Liverpool Telescope were reduced using the same process, but with the quba pipeline, an iraf based Python package (see Valenti et al. 2011, for details) .
Near-infrared (NIR) Y JH photometry was obtained with the Swope (RetroCam) and the du-Pont (WIRC) telescopes at Las Campanas Observatory as part of the Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP, Hamuy et al. 2006) , between days +10 and +427 after explosion. Full details of the survey characteristics, data reductions, and photometric processing techniques can be found in Hamuy et al. (2006) , Contreras et al. (2010) , and Stritzinger et al. (2011) . Summarising, NIR images were processed through a sequence of: dark subtraction, flat-field correction, sky-subtraction, non-linearity correction, then alignment and combination of dithered frames. Photometric calibration was achieved through observations of standard star fields (Persson et al. 1998) and determining the magnitudes of stars on the SN field (Fig 1, Table B5 ). The SN magnitudes are reported in Table B6 .
The light curve (Fig. 2) shows a regular type II-P SN, with a plateau of nearly constant luminosity in V v ′ Rr ′ , lasting until about +110 days after explosion. The B and g ′ band light curves show constant decline from early phases, with higher decline rate during the first ∼ 20 days. In Ii ′ Y JH bands the brightness increases slightly but continuously until about day +70, when it starts to decrease. At the end of the plateau the brightness drops about 2 magnitudes in ∼ 3 weeks. The tail phase of SNe II-P is powered by the energy input from the radioactive decay of 56 Co to 56 Fe, so the expected decline rate is 0.98 mag/100 d for complete γ-ray trapping (Patat et al. 1994) . Between days 113-414 we measure the decline rate as 0.85 ± 0.02 mag/100 d in the V , 1.02 ± 0.01 mag/100 d in the R, 1.03 ± 0.02 mag/100 d in the I band, and 1.02 ± 0.05 mag/100 d for the bolometric light curve (Sec. 2.3).
Swift photometry
SN 2009N was also observed with Swift/UVOT (Roming et al. 2005) at 5 epochs with all 6 filters. We used the heassoft 2 software to co-add the images and perform aperture photometry. The count rate of the source was measured using a 3" aperture, while the coincidence loss correction was calculated using a 5" aperture. Since there are no template observations to measure the count rate originated from the galaxy, we used an aperture close to the source to measure the background level. An aperture correction was applied from the 3" to the 5" aperture, based on the average PSF available in Swift CALDB. The 2 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/heasoft/ zeropoints from Breeveld et al. (2011) were used to convert the resulted count rate to the UVOT photometric system. The resulted magnitudes are in Table B7 and shown in Fig.  2 .
The UV light curve decreases quickly at early times, which is typical of type II-P SNe (Brown et al. 2009; Dessart et al. 2008) , while the vv and bb light curves show similar behaviour than in the Bessel B and V filters.
Reddening and Colour Curves
The Galactic reddening in the direction of SN 2009N is low, E(B − V )MW = 0.019 ± 0.001 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) . The host galaxy component of the extinction can be estimated from the equivalent width of the Na i D doublet. We have a medium-resolution spectrum, taken on day +159 after explosion (see Sec.3), where the Na i D1 and D2 lines are resolved. We measured the equivalent widths of these lines as EW (D1) = 0.39 ± 0.04Å and EW (D2) = 0.34 ± 0.03Å. Via the relations determined by Poznanski et al. (2012) we calculated the host galaxy extinction as E(B − V ) host = 0.113 ± 0.019 mag. Together with the Galactic component, we adopt the extinction E(B − V )tot = 0.13 ± 0.02 mag for SN 2009N. We must consider, however, that there is a large scatter for SNe in the EW(NaI) versus E(B-V) plane (e.g. Turatto et al. 2003; Poznanski et al. 2011) , therefore the estimation of the extinction is quite uncertain.
In Fig. 3 we show the (B − V )0, (V − R)0, (V − I)0, (V − J)0 and (V − H)0 colour curves of SN 2009N corrected for the reddening derived above, along with data of other type II-P SNe. The extinction and explosion epoch of the compared SNe -which were chosen to represent a sample with large variety of physical properties -are summarised in Table 1 . The optical colour evolution of SN 2009N is similar to those of other II-P SNe. The (B − V )0 colour is blue at the beginning and becomes redder quickly, due to the appearance of strong metallic lines in B band. The evolution of the (V − R)0 colour is slower. The (V − I)0 colour of the 6 SNe shows somewhat higher scatter during the plateau phase than in the other two colours. SNe 2005cs and 2008in, along with SN 2009N seem to be redder than the other SNe. This is more pronounced in the near-infrared colours, where SN 2009N is the reddest one in the sample. Since the determination of E(B − V ) is uncertain, we cannot rule out that we underestimated its value. However, even with significantly higher extinction the infrared colours of SN 2009N remain one of the reddest ones in the sample.
Bolometric luminosity
We calculated the quasi-bolometric luminosity of SN 2009N at those epochs when simultaneous V RI observations were available. If B band data were not taken at these epochs, they were calculated by interpolating the magnitudes from neighboring nights using low-order polynomials. We determined the optical counterpart of the bolometric flux by correcting the observed BV RI magnitudes for reddening, converting them to flux densities at the effective wavelength of the filters (Bessell 1983) References: (1) , (2) Leonard et al. (2002a) , (3) Leonard et al. (2002b) , (4) Takáts & Vinkó (2012) , (5) Gandhi et al. (2013) luminosities using the distance D = 21.6 ± 1.1 Mpc (Sec.
4.3).
During the first 60 days of evolution Swift UV photometry was available (Sec. 2.1). We integrated the UV fluxes at each epoch, then extrapolated the resulting flux curve to the epochs of the optical photometry. Since the UV light curve decreases quickly, we assume, that the UV counterpart of the bolometric flux is marginal (∼ 5%) at later phases of the plateau (after day +80) and negligible during the nebular phase. We have NIR photometric observations between days +10 and +98 after explosion (Sec. 2). We calculated the NIR contribution to the bolometric flux by integrating the fluxes from the red edge of the I band to H band. The flux redwards of H band was approximated with the Rayleigh-Jeans tail. The resulting infrared luminosities were then interpolated to the epochs of the optical observations. We calculated the bolometric luminosity curve until day +98 by adding the optical, UV and infrared luminosities.
At phases later than +98 days we lack both UV and NIR data (except at one epoch at day +427). To overcome this problem, we considered the bolometric corrections (BC) of Maguire et al. (2010) and Bersten & Hamuy (2009) . Using the data of SNe 1987A, 1999em, 2004et, and 2005cs, Maguire et al. (2010 determined BCs from both V and R bands, as a function of phase. We calculated the bolometric luminosity of SN 2009N from both R and V band photometry, which were then averaged. Comparing these to our previously calculated bolometric luminosity curve, we found that they agree excellently. Bersten & Hamuy (2009) calculated the bolometric correction as a function of colour during the plateau phase, using the bolometric light curves of 3 SNe (1987A, 1999em, and 2003hn) as well as the models of Eastman, Schmidt & Kirshner (1996) and Dessart & Hillier (2005) . Applying their BCs to the data of SN 2009N, we found that the inferred values somewhat (by 5 − 10 per cent) overestimated our bolometric luminosities during the first 98 days of evolution. Since the BCs of Maguire et al. (2010) led to luminosities that agreed well with our bolometric luminosities during the first +98 days, we used these BCs to calculate the luminosity of SN 2009N at phases later than +98 days, when UV and NIR data were not available. 1999em, 1999gi, 2004et, 2005cs, 2008in, and 2009js . The adopted reddening and the sources of photometry of these SNe are in Table 1 .
We also checked these BCs at the nebular phase by interpolating the Y JH magnitudes to the epochs of the V RI measurements at days +372, 400, and 413, and integrating the fluxes. The resulting bolometric luminosities agreed well (within 0.1 dex) with the ones calculated with the BCs of Maguire et al. (2010) . 
SPECTROSCOPY

Optical spectra
Optical spectroscopic observations of SN 2009N covering the phases between days +23 and +414 after explosion were carried out with multiple telescopes. Table 2 contains the summary of the observations. The images were reduced and calibrated using standard iraf tasks. After bias and flat corrections, the spectra were extracted. The wavelength calibration was carried out using comparison lamp spectra. Standard star spectra taken on the same night were used for the SN flux calibration, which was checked against the photometry at the nearest epoch, and -when necessary -the spectra were corrected using a scaling factor. Optical spectra were also obtained through the CSP, with the Wide Field Reimaging CCD Camera (WFCCD) and Boller & Chivens Spectrograph (BC) mounted on the du-Pont, the Low Dispersion Survey Spectrograph (LDSS3) mounted on the Magellan Clay, and the Inamori Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS) mounted on the Magellan Baade telescopes at Las Campanas Observatory (Table 2). Again, overall survey techniques can be found in Hamuy et al. (2006) . Spectra were processed through standard techniques of reduction, extraction, and calibrations, a detailed description of which can be found in Folatelli et al. (2013) , as applied to the SN Ia spectroscopic sample. We also obtained a medium-resolution spectrum of SN 2009N with the MagE spectrograph (Marshall et al. 2008) on the Magellan Clay 6.5 m telescope. For the MagE spectrum, the sky was subtracted from the images using the method described by Kelson (2003) . We employed our own IDL routines for flux calibration and telluric line removal using the well-exposed continua of spectrophotometric standard stars ( Wade & Horne 1988; Foley et al. 2004 Foley et al. , 2009 ). All plateau and transition phase optical spectra are shown in Fig. 5 .
The classification spectrum was taken ∼8 days after explosion by Challis & Berlind (2009) . It has low signal-tonoise ratio, but the Balmer series of H i are clearly visible 3 . Using the SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) , the spectrum was found to be similar to that of SN 2005cs two days after its maximum. Our earliest spectra of SN 2009N were taken 23, 24, and 26 days after the explosion. At that time the metallic lines already appeared in the spectrum. Next to the strong, wide Balmer series of H i, features of Fe ii and Ca ii were present. By day +34 features of Na i, O i, Si ii, Ti ii, Sc ii also appeared, and remained visible throughout the plateau phase. The Na i D feature was very weak at that point, but became stronger at later phases.
We created models with synow (Fisher 2000; Hatano et al. 1999 ) for the plateau phase spectra for line identification. The method described by Takáts & Vinkó (2012) was applied to find the set of parameters of the model that fits best the observed spectrum and to measure the photospheric velocity. An example model with line identification is shown in Fig. 6 . We also measured the expansion velocities of selected lines by fitting a Gaussian to their absorption components and determining the blueshift of the minima. The line velocities of Hα, Hβ, Fe ii λ5169, and Sc ii λ6245 are shown in Fig. 7 together with the photospheric velocities determined via synow modelling. The photospheric velocities of SN 2009N are between those of normal and subluminous SNe (Fig. 8 ).
An interesting detail is the appearance and strength-3 http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/supernova/spectra/sn2009N.gif ening of the Ba ii λλ5854 and 6497 lines. In Fig. 9 we enlarged the wavelength ranges around Na i D and Hα to show the evolution of these Ba ii features. The Ba ii lines are not visible in the first two spectra, and our synow models do not show any need of their presence either. On day +40, both Ba ii λλ5854 and 6497 lines are very weak, but detectable, together with Ba ii λ6142 (Fig. 5) . By day +62 the Ba ii λ6497 line is clearly visible next to Hα, while Ba ii λ5854 is weak, but noticeable next to Na i. Both features become stronger and stronger throughout the plateau phase. Ba ii λ5854 forms a blend with Na i, but its contribution to the line shape can be confirmed with synow. These strong Ba ii features seem to be typical of subluminous II-P SNe: they were detected in the spectra of e.g. SNe 2005cs (Pastorello et al. 2009 ), 2008in (Roy et al. 2011 , and 2009md (Fraser et al. 2011) . By modelling the spectra of SN 1997D, Turatto et al. (1998) showed that the appearance of the strong Ba ii lines is not due to the overabundance of Ba, an s-process element, but it is likely a temperature effect. For several elements and supernova atmosphere compositions Hatano et al. (1999) examined how the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) optical depth of one of the strongest lines of each element changes with the temperature. Their Fig. 2 shows that Ba ii lines appear bellow ∼ 6000 K, and the optical depth of the Ba ii reference line increases very quickly as the temperature decreases. This agrees well with the evolution of Ba ii features observed in SN 2009N. The temperature decreases to 6000 K around day +29 (Table 4 , see also Sec. 4.1), and Ba ii cannot be detected in the spectra taken on days +34 and +35. By the epoch of the next spectra (day +39, +40, +41), the temperature drops to ∼ 5700 K, and the Ba ii lines start to appear, and later, with the temperature decreasing further, the features become more and more pronounced. The fact that Ba ii λ6497 seems to appear on the day +79 spectrum of SN 1999em (see Fig. 10 ), when its temperature dropped under 6000 K (see Table 7 of Leonard et al. 2002a) , is also in agreement with the behavior of Ba ii in SN 2009N.
In addition to their lower temperatures, subluminous SNe have lower expansion velocities, narrower spectral features, which makes Ba ii lines visible at earlier phases and easier to identify.
In Fig. 10 we compare the spectrum of SN 2009N taken on day +86 to the spectra of SNe 2008in, 1999gi, 2005cs, and 1999em +158, +374, and +414, are shown in Fig. 11 . The most dominant features are Hα and the Ca ii IR triplet. On day +158 next to Hα and Na i D, the lines of Ba ii are still strong and have P Cygni line profiles. The spectra taken on days +374 and +414 show only minor differences. They are similar to nebular phase spectra of other type II-P SNe, such as SN 1999em, but with narrower features. Next to the strong Hα emission line and the Ca ii IR triplet, features of O i and several forbidden lines can be identified, such as the
[Fe ii] 7273Å appears to be somewhat stronger than in the spectra of subluminous SNe (e.g. Benetti et al. 2001; Pastorello et al. 2009 ).
Our two latest spectra were included in the sample of Maguire et al. (2012) , who studied the nebular spectra of type II-P SNe. Measuring the velocities from the width of the emission lines and comparing them to those of other SNe, they found that the nebular phase velocities of SN 2009N are quite low (400 − 700 km s (Roy et al. 2011 ) with the subluminous SN 2005cs (Pastorello et al. 2009 ) and the normal type II-P SNe 1999em (Leonard et al. 2002a ) and 1999gi (Leonard et al. 2002b 
Near infrared spectra
Near-infrared spectra were taken at five epochs during the plateau phase with three different instruments, NTT/SOFI, VLT/ISAAC, and SOAR/OSIRIS covering the phases between days +17 and +63 after explosion. The summary of the observations can be found in Table 3 . The reduction of the spectra was carried out using iraf packages. At each epoch several pairs of spectra were taken at different positions along the slit. The pairs of images were subtracted from each other to remove the sky background. These subtracted images were then added together. The SN spectrum was extracted from the co-added image. The wavelength calibration was carried out using arc lamp spectra taken at the same night as the SN spectrum. We removed the strong telluric features using the spectrum of a G-type telluric standard star observed close in time and at similar airmass as the SN. The spectrum of the telluric standard was also used for the flux calibration of the SN spectra that were later checked against the NIR photometry from the nearest epoch and corrected when necessary. The sequence of the NIR spectra of SN 2009N is presented in Fig. 12 . In the first spectrum, obtained on day +17 after the explosion, the Paschen series of H i as well as the He i feature at 2.058 µm are visible. By day +24, the strong C i λ10691 line is recognizable next to Pγ. At later phases lines of Fe ii, Sr ii and Ca ii can be identified (Fig. 13) .
Next to C i λ10691, at about 1.055 µm, an absorption feature emerged by day +47, which is not present in the spectra of normal type II-P SNe. The reason for this could be that such objects have higher velocities and broader spectral lines, therefore since this wavelength range is dominated by the C i line, the two features -C i and the the one at ∼ 1.055 µm -may be blended. The sample of subluminous SNe that have NIR spectra during the second half of the plateau phase is quite small, and none of them have this feature present. In Fig. 14 we compare the NIR spectrum of SN 2009N taken at +59 days to that of SN 2009md (Fraser et al. 2011 ) at a similar phase. SN 2009md was a subluminous SN, with narrow, low-velocity spectral lines, and its NIR spectrum is similar to that of SN 2009N, but the line at 1.055 µm is not present.
Looking at our previously unpublished NIR spectra of SN 2008in (Appendix A), however, we found, that they showed the same feature. In Fig. 13 the NIR spectra of the two SNe are plotted together, showing the evolution of this feature over time.
In order to try to identify the possible transition that produced this feature, we combined the optical spectrum taken on day +62 with the NIR spectrum on day +59, and used synow modelling. We have found the following two possibilities.
First, we managed to model this feature at ∼ 1.055 µm with a high-velocity (HV) component of He i λ10830, having the velocity of ∼8000 km s −1 . By modelling the interaction between the ejecta and the circumstellar material (CSM) originated from average RSG wind, Chugai, Chevalier & Utrobin (2007) have shown that due to excitation of the unshocked ejecta HV features of He i λ10830 and Hα can emerge (see also Inserra et al. 2012; Inserra et al. 2013) . We examined the optical spectra of SN 2009N (Sec. 3) to see if a HV component of Hα was also present. As Fig. 9 shows, a shallow absorption feature is visible at ∼8000 km s −1 (marked as "A"). It appears around day +39 and is present during the entire plateau phase. A smaller dip is also visible next to Hα between days +62 and +77 (marked "B" in Fig. 9 ). If it is a HV component of Hα, its velocity is significantly lower and decreases more quickly. We also examined the region of Hβ, and found several weak absorption features, some of them at similar, but somewhat lower velocities as those near Hα. However, since there are many metallic lines in this region, we cannot claim for certain that any of them is a HV component of Hβ. There is no visible HV component of He i λ5876 either. The optical spectra of SN 2008in also show similar lines near Hα as in the case of SN 2009N. In Fig. 8 of Roy et al. (2011) an absorption feature (marked "C") is visible. The authors assumed it to be originated from Fe ii multiplets, but they also noted that the presence of HV Hα component could not be ruled out.
We measured the velocities of the assumed HV features next to Hα and He i λ10830 in the case of both SNe 2009N and 2008in . The values are shown in Fig. 15 . The velocities of HV Hα (marked "A" in Fig. 9 ) and HV He i λ10830 are consistent and decrease very slowly, which supports the CSM interaction scenario. However, it seems somewhat strange that these velocities agree so well for SNe 2009N and 2008in, which suggests very similar pre-supernova evolution. For both SNe there is also a weaker feature present next to Hα with lower velocities that decrease more quickly.
Alternatively the feature at 1.055 µm can also be modelled with Si i. However, due to the fact that Si i has several lines in the range between 1.07−1.09 µm that are not present in the observed spectra, our synow models were unable to fit the depth of the absorption feature (Fig. 16) . As in the case of the Ba ii features, the presence of Si i during the second half of the plateau phase is probably a temperature effect.
We plotted the observed spectrum together with the best-fitting models in both cases, i.e. including Si i or HV He i in Fig. 16 , showing that the model with HV He i fits the observed spectrum better. 
DISTANCE
The estimation of the physical properties of SNe depends on the knowledge of their distance. In the case of SNe II-P different distance measurement techniques have been developed. One of them is the expanding photosphere method Figure 16 . The wavelength range around the feature at ∼ 1.055µm on day +59, together with the best-fitting synow models including either Si i (red) or HV He i (blue).
(EPM, Kirshner & Kwan 1974) , a variant of the BaadeWesselink method, which requires photospheric and spectroscopic monitoring throughout the first half of the plateau phase, but does not need external calibration. Another one is the standardized candle method (SCM, Hamuy & Pinto 2002) , which is based on the correlation between the SN brightness and the expansion velocity in the middle of the plateau phase. It needs less input data, but requires calibration via SNe with well-known distances. In this section we determine the distance of SN 2009N applying both mentioned methods, and then we compare and discuss the results.
Expanding Photosphere Method
Using the assumption that at early phases the SN has optically thick, homologously expanding ejecta, which radiates as a diluted blackbody, the expanding photosphere method (EPM) derives its distance by relating the apparent angular size of the photosphere to its physical radius (see for details e.g. Hamuy 2001; Leonard et al. 2002a; Dessart & Hillier 2005) . By measuring the photospheric velocity and determining the angular radius θ from photometric observations on multiple epochs, the parameters t0 and D can be derived by fitting the linear equation of t = D · (θ/v phot ) + t0. We used synow as described in Takáts & Vinkó (2012) to model the observed spectra (see also Sec. 3) and to determine the photospheric velocities. Since we have good photometric coverage, but not so many spectra taken during the first 50 days of evolution, we extrapolated the velocities to the epochs of the photometric measurements using the formula given in Eq. 3 of Takáts & Vinkó (2012) . Both t0 and the photospheric velocity on day +50 (v 50d , which also depends on t0) were fitting parameters, and the values of t0 = 2454849.4 ± 5.7 JD and v 50d,phot = 2588 ± 675 km s Table 4 (see also Fig. 8 ).
We used two slightly different approaches to calculate the angular radius (θ). First, the method of was applied by minimizing the quantity of:
where m λ is the dereddened apparent magnitude in the filter with the central wavelength λ, σm is the photometric error of m λ , b λ (T ) is the syntetic magnitudes of the blackbody flux at temperature T , ζ(T ) is the flux dilution factor. In this way both θ and T are determined simultaneously. The BV I filter combination was taken into account. We refer to this version as "multicolour". We also applied EPM in a "bolometric" way (Vinkó et al. 2004) . In this case the angular radius was calculated as
We used the bolometric fluxes determined in Sec. 2.3 (F bol ), while the temperatures were obtained by fitting blackbody curves to the fluxes measured in the BV RIJH bands.
To calculate the distance, we adopted the ζ(T ) dilution factors of Dessart & Hillier (2005) . Table 4 contains the derived θ, T and ζ values for both methods along with the extrapolated v phot velocities.
Using the "multicolour" method the inferred distance is Dm = 22.96 ± 2.85 Mpc, while for the epoch of explosion we obtained t0,m = 2454847.0 ± 2.2 JD. With the "bolometric" version the results are D b = 23.64 ± 2.65 Mpc and t 0,b = 2454848.9±1.5 JD. We adopted the weighted mean of the results of the two versions of EPM, DEP M = 23.31±1.94 Mpc (µ = 31.83 ± 0.18 mag) and t0 = 2454848.1 ± 1.2 JD as the EPM distance to SN 2009N and the epoch of its explosion (which date we use throughout the paper), respectively.
The distances determined via EPM depend heavily on the ζ(T ) dilution factors that are calculated from atmosphere models. Currently there are two sets of models that can be used for this purpose, published by Eastman et al. (1996) and Dessart & Hillier (2005) . The ζ(T ) curves derived from these two model sets, however, differ significantly, those of Eastman et al. (1996) being systematically lower, therefore leading to lower distances (as was discussed in Dessart & Hillier 2005) . In the case of SN 2009N the difference in the distance is ∼ 14 per cent.
Standardized Candle Method
The standardized candle method (SCM) was originally proposed by Hamuy & Pinto (2002) and has been refined several times (Hamuy 2005; Nugent et al. 2006; Poznanski et al. 2009; Olivares et al. 2010) . In this section we use multiple versions.
First we apply the version of Poznanski et al. (2009) . Using the measured brightness, expansion velocity and wellknown distance of a sample of 34 SNe, they calibrated the equation
where MI = −1.615±0.08, α = 4.4±0.6, RI = 0.8±0.3 and (V − I)0 = 0.53 mag. We measured the I-band magnitude of SN 2009N on day +50 as mI = 15.440 ± 0.015 mag, the colour as (V − I) = 0.850 ± 0.025 mag, and vFe(50d) = 2448 ± 300 km s −1 . We adopt the latest value of the Hubble constant, that was determined by the Planck collaboration: H0 = 67.3 ± 1.2 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Planck collaboration 2013). The obtained distance is DSCM,1 = 21.01 ± 2.86 Mpc Maguire et al. (2010) extended the technique by using NIR photometry and showed that in JHK bands the scatter in the Hubble diagram is lower than in the optical. They used the same formula as Poznanski et al. (2009) (Eq. 3) . Their calibration in J band -which had the lowest scatter among the three bands -led to the values of MJ = −2.532 ± 0.250 mag and α = 6.33 ± 1.20. Maguire et al. (2010) opted to calculate with the value of RV = 1.5, obtained by Poznanski et al. (2009) , instead of using it as a fitting paramater. In the case of SN 2009N, +50 days after the explosion we measured mJ = 15.198 ± 0.020, (V − J) = 1.14 ± 0.04 mag and again used the velocity vFe(50d) = 2448 ± 300 km s −1 . The calculated distance is DSCM,2 = 20.82 ± 4.35 Mpc.
Both of the above methods rely on data taken on day +50 after explosion. However, in many cases the date of the explosion cannot be determined accurately. And even though the brightness does not change significantly around day +50, the velocity does; a few days uncertainty in the epoch of explosion can change the measured v(50d) by difference alone would change the distance by ∼ 8 per cent. Table 4 . Quantities derived in EPM: angular size (θ), temperature (T) and dilution factors (ζ) from the models of Dessart & Hillier (2005) A solution to this problem was proposed in Olivares et al. (2010) , who used an epoch calculated relative to the middle of the transition from the plateau to the tail. Olivares et al. (2010) examined the data of 37 nearby II-P SNe, and applied the same expression as Hamuy & Pinto (2002) : m + α log(vF e/5000) − β(V − I) = 5 log H0D + zp,
but using the magnitudes and velocities measured 30 days before the middle of the transition phase (tP T ). The values of α, β and zp can be found in Table 6 of Olivares et al. (2010) for the filters BV I. In the case of SN 2009N we determined the middle of the transition by fitting the model function of Elmhamdi, Chugai & Danziger (2003) to the light curve as tP T = 109 ± 2 days after explosion. On day tP T − 30 we measured the values of mB = 18.100 ± 0.090, mV = 16.470 ± 0.016, mI = 15.452 ± 0.007 magnitudes and vFe = 1822 ± 150 km s −1 . We determined the distance for all three bands, and calculated their weighted mean. This way we obtained a distance of DSCM,3 = 21.11 ± 1.65 Mpc.
The distances determined with the three versions of SCM agree quite well. We conclude their weighted mean, DSCM = 21.02±1.36 Mpc (µ = 31.61±0.14 mag) as the SCM distance to SN 2009N. Note that SCM has multiple uncertainties. It requires external calibration using SNe with wellknown distances and depends on the value of H0. Adopting, for example, H0 = 73 km s 
Average Distance
The distances derived via EPM and SCM differ significantly, DEPM being higher by ∼ 10 per cent than DSCM. Olivares et al. (2010) compared the SCM and EPM distances of SNe that were both in their sample and in the sample of Jones et al. (2009) . They found that the EPM distances (using the atmosphere models of Dessart & Hillier 2005) are systematically higher that those calculated via SCM.
The distance of NGC 4487, the host galaxy of SN 2009N, was determined by Tully (1988) as DTF = 19.9 ± 4.0 Mpc (µ = 31.49 ± 0.4 mag) from the Tully-Fisher relation. This value is in agreement with our findings. On the other hand, the distance of the host galaxy derived from the redshift is significantly lower. After correcting for the Virgo infall a value of 15.3 ± 0.9 Mpc can be obtained 4 (with H0 = 67.3 km s −1 Mpc −1 , as in the previous section). In the case of such nearby galaxies, peculiar motions can play an important role, and can explain the difference.
By calculating the weighted average of the SCM, EPM and Tully-Fisher distances, and excluding the Hubble flow distance (Table 5) , we determined our best estimate of the distance to NGC 4487 as D = 21.6 ± 1.1 Mpc (µ = 31.67 ± 0.11). 
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
Based on our observations and the distance determined in the previous section, we infer some of the pysical parameters of the progenitor star and the explosion of SN 2009N. The 56 Ni mass produced during the explosion was estimated from the tail luminosity. Using eq.2. in Hamuy (2003), we estimated the nickel mass to be MNi = 0.020±0.004 M ⊙ .
With the same well-tested approach adopted for other observed CC-SNe (e.g. SNe 2007od, 2009bw, and 2009E; see Inserra et al. 2011 see Inserra et al. , 2012 Pastorello et al. 2012) , we evaluated the main physical properties of the progenitor of SN 2009N at the explosion (i.e. the ejected mass, the progenitor radius, and the explosion energy) through the hydrodynamical modelling of the main observables (i.e. bolometric light curve, evolution of line velocities, and continuum temperature at the photosphere).
According to this approach, a simultaneous χ 2 fit of the above mentioned observables against model calculations was performed. Two codes were employed for the computation of the models: 1) the first one is a semianalytic code where the energy balance equation is solved for a homologously expanding envelope of constant density (Zampieri et al. 2003; Zampieri 2007) ; 2) the second is a new general-relativistic, radiation-hydrodynamics Lagrangian code presented in Pumo, Zampieri & Turatto (2010) and Pumo & Zampieri (2011) , which is able to simulate the evolution of the physical properties of the CC SN ejecta and the behavior of the main observables from the breakout of the shock wave at the stellar surface up to the nebular stage. The distinctive features of this new code are: a) an accurate treatment of radiative transfer coupled to hydrodynamics, b) a fully implicit Lagrangian approach to the solution of the coupled non-linear finite difference system of general-relativistic, radiation-hydrodynamics equations, and c) a description of the evolution of ejected material which takes into account both the gravitational effects of the compact remnant and the heating effects linked to the decays of the radioactive isotopes synthesized during the SN explosion.
The semi-analytic code is used to carry out a preparatory study aimed at constraining the parameter space describing the SN progenitor at the explosion. The results of such study are exploited to guide the more realistic, but time consuming model calculations performed with the generalrelativistic, radiation-hydrodynamics code.
We note that modelling with both codes is appropriate, since the emission of SN 2009N is dominated by the expanding ejecta. However, in performing the χ 2 fit, we do not include the observational data taken at early phase (first ∼ 10 − 20 days after explosion) This is approximately the time needed for the early bolometric light curve to relax to the plateau (see e.g. Tomasella et al. 2013 ). We do not attempt to model this phase because during it all the observables are significantly affected by emission from the outermost shell of the ejecta, which is not in homologous expansion (cf. Pumo & Zampieri 2011) . The structure, evolution and emission properties of this shell are not well reproduced in our simulations because at present we adopt an "ad hoc" initial density profile, not consistently derived from a post-explosion calculation. Future plans involve implementing more "realistic" density profiles in the simulations. The shock breakout epoch, the bolometric luminosity, the photospheric velocity and the photospheric temperature were necessary to perform the comparison with model calculations (see Fig. 17 ). The agreement between our modelling and the observations is reasonably good apart from the early evolution of the photometric velocity. As mentioned before, the reason for this difference is due to the "ad hoc" initial density profile used in our simulations, which does not reproduce correctly the radial profile in the outermost shells of the ejecta formed after shock breakout. For this reason, we omit the early phase data from the fit. However, it should be noted that such omission does not affect the results significantly, the modelling provides a reliable estimate of the main physical properties of the SN progenitor.
Assuming a 56 Ni mass of 0.020±0.004 M ⊙ , the the best fit model calculated with the general-relativistic, radiationhydrodynamics code returned values of total (kinetic plus thermal) energy of ∼ 0.48 foe, initial radius of ∼ 2.0 × 10 13 cm (∼ 287 R ⊙ ), and envelope mass of ∼ 11.5 M ⊙ .
Adding the mass of a compact remnant (∼ 1.5 − 2 M ⊙ ) to that of the ejected material, the estimated mass of the progenitor of SN 2009N at the explosion is ∼ 13 − 13.5 M ⊙ , which is consistent with the mass range of the red supergiant precursors of SNe II-P (e.g. Smartt et al. 2009 ). Examining the pre-explosion images of SN 2009N, the upper limit for the progenitor mass was determined as MZAMS < 16 M ⊙ (see Maguire et al. 2012 , and the references therein). The initial radius, however, is quite small for a RSG star, it is more consistent with that of a yellow supergiant.
The 56 Ni masses are also in good agreement. Roy et al. (2011) used the semianalytical formulae of Litvinova & Nadezhin (1985) to estimate the physical parameters of the explosion and the progenitor of SN 2008in. They found that the progenitor was a Figure 17. Comparison of the evolution of the main observables of SN 2009N with the best-fit model computed with the general-relativistic, radiation-hydrodynamics code (total energy ∼ 0.48 foe, initial radius 2.0×10 13 cm, envelope mass ∼ 11.5 M ⊙ ). Top, middle, and bottom panels show the bolometric light curve, the photospheric velocity, and the photospheric temperature as a function of time. For the sake of completeness, the best-fit model computed with the semianalytic code (total energy ∼ 0.5 foe, initial radius ∼ 1.1 × 10 13 cm, envelope mass ∼ 10 M ⊙ ) is also reported. The photospheric velocities were estimated from the minima of the Sc ii line profiles which are considered as good tracers of the photosphere velocity in Type II SNe. The values of the photospheric temperature taken at early phase (first 8 measurements corresponding to the first 15 days after the breakout of the shock wave at the stellar surface) are not included in the fit (see text for details). As for the photospheric temperature, we use the black-body temperature derived from the black-body fits to the spectral continuum and to the BV RIJH fluxes.
compact star with Rini ≈ 127 R ⊙ and Mej ≈ 17 M ⊙ . This radius is lower and the ejected mass is higher than those of SN 2009N. The explosion energies of the two SNe are similar. Using hydrodynamical modelling, Utrobin & Chugai (2013) also determined the parameters of SN 2008in. They obtained the ejecta mass of 13.6 ± 1.9 M ⊙ and the explosion energy of 0.51 ± 0.34 foe, which are close to the parameters inferred for SN 2009N. On the other hand, they estimated the radius of the progenitor of SN 2008in to be significantly larger than that of Roy et al. (2011) , viz. Rini = 570 ± 100 R ⊙ .
SUMMARY
In this paper we present ultraviolet, optical, and nearinfrared photometry of SN 2009N together with optical and near-infrared spectra. The spectral and photometric evolution is similar to that of the intermediate luminosity SN II-P, 2008in (Roy et al. 2011) . The optical spectra show narrow features with low velocities, typical of subluminous SNe II-P. We examined the evolution of the strong Ba ii λλ5854 and 6497 lines, which are mainly detected in the spectra of subluminous SNe II-P. The bolometric luminosity during the plateau phase is in between those of the subluminous and normal SNe II-P. The NIR spectra of SN 2009N contain the usual features typical of SNe II-P, except for the appearance of a feature at ∼ 1.055 µm on day +48 after explosion. We also show that this feature is present in -previously unpublished -NIR spectra of SN 2008in. Creating synow models of the spectra we found that this line is probably due to high-velocity He i λ10830, although we cannot rule out the identification as Si i either. The presence of HV He i, together with HV component of Hα, can be a sign of weak interaction of the ejecta with circumstellar material .
We estimated the distance to SN 2009N using multiple versions of both the expanding photosphere method and the standardized candle method. As a result we determined the distance as D = 21.6 ± 1.1 Mpc (µ = 31.67 ± 0.11). The produced nickel mass is estimated to be 0.020 ± 0.004 M ⊙ . Physical properties of the progenitor at the explosion were determined through hydrodynamical modelling. The total explosion energy (∼ 0.48 foe) is in between the values typical of subluminous and normal SNe II-P. The presupernova mass (∼ 13 − 13.5 M ⊙ ) is consistent with that of RSG stars, while small estimated radius at the time of the explosion (Rini ≈ 287 R ⊙ ) can point to a YSG star more than to a RSG. The directly identified progenitors of normal SNe II-P, however, are all RSG stars This research has made use of the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, the HyperLeda database, NASA's Astrophysics Data System. The availability of these services is gratefully acknowledged.
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